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An Impact & Distal Ejecta Conjecture 

We propose that an extraterrestrial impact was responsible for cooling at the 
Younger Dryas boundary, North American megafaunal extinctions, and collapse of 
Native American culture.  

A challenging aspect of the hypothesis involves the lack of an identifiable impact 
structure. Our conjecture implicates the decaying orbits of earth-captured cometary 
bodies. Given the relatively low velocities involved (7-8 km/sec), the shallow angle 
of incidence, the hydrated nature of the impactor and the terrestrial target’s ice sheet, 
the geological signature of our proposed YDB impact structure is rare, but has 
relevance in the Solar System.  

As a corollary, we suggest that terrestrial material ejected from the event were 
widely distributed. Our analysis correlates numerous distal ejecta material deposits, 
including the Carolina bays, to an impact that struck the Wisconsin-era ice shield at 
~43N, ~87W, creating the current depression occupied by Lake Michigan. 
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Ovoid Shapes are Seen in Splatter Formations  

Interpretation of the Carolina bays sands as units of distal ejecta is controversial 
due to its dependence on a truly massive deposition of ejecta. Experimental results 
obtained during our research generates the Carolina bay oval geometry, as seen in 
paint splatter and from a variety of other hydrated materials. 
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Carolina bays Interpreted as Depositional Artifacts in a 
Veneer of Ejecta 

Previous investigations by others have assumed that the bays were formed within, or excised 
from, a hosting strata of sand that was created by well-understood fluvial and eolian deposition. 
Our interpretation suggests the region was overlain by a 1 to 10 meter thick blanket of ejecta 
slurry - mobilized water and sand/silica - from a distant cosmic impact. 

 The sheet exhibits a surface texture of "splatter" and “bubble” marks, which have evolved into 
today's Carolina bays. 

Our conjecture is based on an observation in the paper The Goldsboro Ridge, an Enigma, R. 
B. Daniels, E. E. Gamble, Wheeler, et al: 

The Goldsboro ridge is a unique feature on the Sunderland surface and requires special explanation 
whatever its origin. The sand in the bay rim is not different from the Goldsboro sand. Therefore, these 
Carolina Bays are merely surface features associated with the formation of the ridge. 

 Structures stand above local horizons - measured in meters 
 Oval shape & orientation consistent across variety of sizes and sites 
 Structures within structures, and overlap, while maintaining geometry 
 Base contact is always abrupt and easily discernible   
 Soil horizons exist continuously under the structure - Bryant (1964) 
 The ridge and bay rims are unstratified - singular deposition 
 Produced without distorting underlying strata - Preston & Brown (1964) 
 Adjacent bays created at significantly different elevations     

Cross-section of bay rim unit - courtesy G. Howard 
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Carolina bays Interpreted as Depositional Artifacts in a 
Veneer of Ejecta 

No variation in the heavy mineral suite was found along a traverse of the major axis of one Carolina bay, 
even though samples were taken from the bay floor, rim and the adjacent non-bay terrace.  

http://www.cas.sc.edu/cege/resources/scmaps/manual/chap8.pdf - University of SC resource, unattributed 

Global Mapper Elevation Profile of Goldsboro Ridge area - USGS NED data 
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Surrogate Craters - Applying a Visual Conceit 
The Carolina Bays display a marked alignment ... deviations from the preferred orientation 
appear to be systematic by latitude (Prouty, 1952)  

A Re-evaluation of the Extraterrestrial Origin of the Carolina Bays by J. Ronald Eyton & Judith I. Parkhurst 

During the period of time bridging the impact and the eventual deposition of distal ejecta, 
we see the de-coupling of the spatial coordinate reference system: 

  The spherical "playing field" generates the kinematic Coriolis Force, causing trajectories to “turn right” in the northern 
hemisphere and follow a Great Circle route. 
  The Earth is rotating precisely 0.25 degrees of longitude per minute creating a “Moving Target” for the ejecta. This effect 
increase with loft time (factors of velocity and loft angle), hence a chaotic mix of loft times are possible between any two points.  

To address the decoupling, we applied the conceit of referencing a series of “surrogate 
impact craters”, offset to the west by 2° and 4° degrees longitude, corresponding to loft times 
of 8 to 16 minutes.   
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Surrogate Craters - Applying a Visual Conceit 

Example of 
Coriolis Offsets 
and Surrogate 
Craters 
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Surrogate Craters - Applying a Visual Conceit 

Clay Center, NB 
Google Earth 
Surrogate Crater 
Mapping 
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Surrogate Craters - Applying a Visual Conceit 
For a select set of about 30 "fields" of Carolina bays, we documented the bay’s major axis as 

an inferred arrival bearing. Great Circle paths were projected from the field location back to the 
surrogate impacts. A path was generated using the average of the best-fit surrogate impacts.  

Clay Center, NB 
Google Earth 
Ejecta Field 
Mapping 
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Surrogate Craters - Applying a Visual Conceit 
The loci of trajectories converged on a narrow band ~ 3° to the west of Lake Michigan. 
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Butterflies, Trains and Ellipses 

~5% of all impact craters are 
created by oblique (low angle of 
incidence) impacts: 

  oval shape  
  butterfly ejecta pattern 
  no-fly area up field 
  blow-out rim down field  

Gravity-disrupted bodies generate “Train of 
Craters” structures.   

Mars Oblique - NASA 

Enki Catena on Ganymede - NASA 
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Oblique & Train Craters Combined 

Mars’  Orcus Patera crater (380 x 140 km) exhibits striking geometric 
and scale similarities to Lake Michigan basin (470 x 130 km) 

Overlay developed in Google Earth 
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Heuristically Modeling a Lake Michigan Cosmic Impact 
The Google Earth visualization facility was leveraged to test 

fit elliptical geometries into the profile of the lake. Seven 
ellipses were identified that, as a set, reproduces the visual 
geometry of Lake Michigan to a very high fidelity.   

Craters display major/minor ratios of 1.3, 1.4, 1.3, 1.3, 
1.2, 1.5 ,1.5.  

Sizes, relative to largest =1 : 0.8, 1.0, 0.9, 0.7, 0.8, 0.4, 
0.5. All seen on identical azimuth of 199°.  
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Heuristically Modeling a Lake Michigan Cosmic Impact 

We propose a progenitor of 40 km diameter, yielding 7 fragments averaging 20 km each. 

The train of fragments seen arriving from the north out of a decayed retrograde orbit. 

Graphic  developed in Orbit V1.2 
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Orbit crosses the equator 
32 minutes prior at 
89.85° east longitude, 
altitude 200 km, traveling 
on azimuth 345°, velocity 
of 7.82km/sec 



Heuristically Modeling a Lake Michigan Cosmic Impact 
We theorize that the impact occurred into a 1k to 2km thick ice sheet. Pulverized ice 

effectively mobilized and hydrated the ejecta, composed of sedimentary strata from the 
terrestrial crater, ice from the overlying sheet,  and elements of the impactor. A conservative 
estimate:  

  Current storage capacity of Lake Michigan = 5,000 cubic km (proxy for terrestrial mineral)  butterfly ejecta pattern 
  Mobilized ice sheet volume = 50,000 cubic km (~1 km thick sheet * surface area (57,750 km2) 
  Seven impactors @ ~20km diameter.   ( π •d)/6 = ~4,000 km3 each yields ~30,000 cubic km 
  Ejecta estimated at 85,000 km3, with an ice to mineral ratio of ~2:1 
  Capable of blanketing the continental USA’s 8 million square km with 10 meters of ejecta 

Much of the ejecta would be deposited locally. The Wisconsin-era Ice Sheet provides a 
vehicle to minimize local ejecta, as it would have landed on the sheet and eventually 
deposited randomly as glacial till. 
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Explanation of Lake Michigan's Glacial Morphology 

It is quite appropriate to note that Lake Michigan has provenance as a glacially-carved 
companion to Lake Huron, as they both exist on the circumference of the Michigan Basin. That 
subsidence is centered below Michigan’s land mass proper, not below the Lake; the strata 
under the body of the lake is understood to trend slightly down west to east across the entire 
width of the Lake. A significant body of knowledge holds that the Michigan basin is a simple 
( although “poorly understood” -USGS) geological depression in the earth’s crust, which 
dragged down the overlying Cambrian, Ordovician and Silurian sedimentary strata (originally 
laid down horizontally), satisfactorily falsifying our conjecture. 

Other obvious difficulties with attempting to cast Lake Michigan as an impact structure 
include, among other things: the current understanding of glacial ice sheet retreat has removed 
most of its bulk from above Lake Michigan prior to our YDB 12.9 kya timeline; older carbon 
dating of moraines in south of Lake Michigan suggest a geometric shape of the current Lake 
Michigan southern bowl; the depth of the crater is only 10% of what could reasonably be 
expected - even considering a 2k ice sheet cover. 

Given the highly unlikely eventual proof of Lake Michigan as the causal impact site,  an 
objective result of this exercise might well be the general falsification of either the ejecta 
conjecture or the the methodology of the alignment methodology discussed in the thread, or 
both. 
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Younger Dryas Boundary: Extraterrestrial Impact ! 

Catastrophism has few followers when applied to the deposition of unconsolidated strata, 
especially when considering locales such as costal plains, where classical fluvial and eolian 
mechanisms are well established gradualistic processes. 

Our conjecture holds that a catastrophic deposition of pulverized ice, sand, gravel and 
cometary fragments created a horizon of strata up to 10 meters deep across the continental 
US. In areas presenting favorably flat hosting terrain and adequate soil moisture for 
stabilization, the upper surface of this strata contains Carolina bays. In other areas the ejecta 
deposits will have been reworked by wind and flowing water. Possible resulting landforms 
include anomalous loess such as the Sand Fields of Nebraska and the Paha of Iowa. 

Possible source impact sites for ejecta landing in the Carolina bays geography were 
modeled. Considering the orientation of the bays. as modified by relative ground speed and 
Coriolis effects on the ejecta, our analysis suggests an impact by a cometary body at ~ 42°N 
to 45°N, 87°W. This implicates the depression today seen as Lake Michigan, an unlikely 
target. 

We argue that the many questions raised by the Younger Dryas Manifold are answered by 
our conjecture that a catastrophic continent-wide distal ejecta blanketing event occurred at the 
YDB. Further research is proposed to verify the true nature and extent of this unique and 
enigmatic sand and gravel strata. 
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The Enigmatic Sand: a Call for Collaboration 
We are calling for collaborators who may be in the position of joining our effort, as explained below. 

We propose a scenario in which significant quantities of distal ejecta, in the form of a 1-10 meter thick sheet(blanket) of fine-grained sand, was 
deposited (blanketed) across a wide area of the North American continent in a singular event lasting less than an hour ~12  thousand years ago, at 
the onset of the Holocene. During this blanketing, we propose that the constituents of the strata were heated to beyond 200 C, resetting their OSL 
clock. Identifying a coherent OSL dating across a wide field of samples would strengthen the case for our conjecture. 

Our conjecture suggests that the resulting strata of sand - as a unit - can easily be discriminated from generic fluvial and eolian deposit using a 
unique set of easily-applied and identified criteria:  

• unconsolidated   • located immediately below current A soil horizon                
• homogeneous strata unit of 1 to 10 meters in thickness 
• contact with underlying strata to be conformable and sharply defined 
• blanket will drape over hosting terrain up-slope/ down-slope while maintaining strata thickness 
• mottled, laminated or gnarly  presentation in vertical and horizontal cross section, suggesting turbid deposit environment 
• no indications of stratified horizons within the unit (single deposition sequence accepted) 
• exception to above when multiple units of otherwise-qualified strata exists in contact with each other, generating a horizon 
• no indications of aqueous deposition, i.e. shells, therefore deductively considered eolian 
• virtually no clay lenses present                                      • incongruous course skew seen in unit 
• tightly constrained grain size across unit                        • grain size (as a unit) variable from exceedingly fine sand up to small gravels 
• no variation in heavy metal suite across strata                • little variation in presented color across unit 

Suggested sitings for this strata include: 
• sourced from within the rim of a Carolina bay structure, or within a field of these structures 
• Costal margins, where a truncated bay will be interpreted as a parabolic dune (and may have been reworked into one) 
• Holocene-era deposits on elevated platforms where existence is enigmatic such as the Sand Hills of Nebraska and the Paha of Iowa. 

 Ideally samples meeting all the above criteria would also have previously been tested to indicate an OSL dating of 10.5 to 13.5 kya,   
Due to the proposed geographic extent of this strata, we recognize it may well be considered "common" within your experience; yet enigmatic 

nonetheless in context, raising questions about the true depositional method. 

Please consider the profile offered above, and should you have access to experimental datum derived from previous research which identified 
depositional strata meeting these criteria, we implore you to consider collaboration with us. In addition, should you have knowledge of , and access 
to, sites which exhibit these criteria, we invite you to assist us in obtaining OSL dating across the vertical and extent of the unit.   

At present, the project is unfunded. Please contact us for more information. 
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